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SUMMARY

Microcrystal electron diffraction (MicroED) is an emerging structural technique in which 

submicron crystals are used to generate diffraction data for structural studies. Structures 

allow for the study of molecular-level architecture and drive hypotheses about modes of 

action, mechanisms, dynamics, and interactions with other molecules. Combining cryoelectron 

microscopy (cryo-EM) instrumentation with crystallographic techniques, MicroED has led to 

three-dimensional structural models of small molecules, peptides, and proteins and has generated 

tremendous interest due to its ability to use vanishingly small crystals. In this perspective, we 

describe the current state of the field for MicroED methodologies, including making and detecting 

crystals of the appropriate size for the technique, as well as ways to best handle and characterize 

these crystals. Our perspective provides insight into ways to unlock the full range of potential for 

MicroED to access previously intractable samples and describes areas of future development.

INTRODUCTION

The fields of experimental structural biology and structural chemistry have under-gone 

explosive growth in the past decade, with multiple advances in all areas of structure 

determination. In X-ray crystallography, these advances include serial synchrotron 

techniques and X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) sources, enabling time-resolved studies that 

provide molecular movies of biomolecular dynamics.1,2 Developments in electron detectors, 

electron microscope optics, computer hardware, and image correction and analysis software 

have made the cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) “resolution-revolution” possible.3 
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Single-particle cryo-EM methods are now reaching resolution limits that were previously 

obtainable only with diffraction-based methods4,5 but without needing to crystallize the 

sample. Despite these developments, more conventional X-ray sources still have advantages, 

such as extremely fast data collection, efficient methods for fragment and small-molecule 

structures (structure-based drug design), and ease of obtaining high-resolution structural 

models for a wide range of molecule sizes. Most crystal-based structural data have been, 

and still are, collected using X-ray diffraction, at either home sources or synchrotrons. 

Finally, computational structure prediction tools such as AlphaFold2 (AF2), trained on the 

body of experimental protein structures, provide an additional advance in macromolecular 

structure determination.6–8 These remarkable computational tools not only predict structures 

but also contribute to providing models for molecular replacement methods, largely solving 

the “phase problem” in X-ray crystallography.

A recent addition to the structural science toolbox is microcrystal electron diffraction, 

frequently called MicroED, three-dimensional (3D) electron crystallography, or 3D ED. 

MicroED combines aspects of crystallography, in that it is a diffraction-based technique 

requiring crystalline targets, and of EM, in that it uses an electron beam in a transmission 

electron microscope (TEM) setup to probe the sample on an EM grid. Previously, electron 

diffraction was primarily used for 2D crystals, which can be described as a single crystal 

layer embedded in a lipid bilayer or proteins forming sheets or tubular structures.9 Early 

examples of electron diffraction usage include structures of bacteriorhodopsin10,11 and 

aquaporin-0.12 While these methods can result in high-resolution structures, the number 

of suitable samples forming such crystals remains extremely limited. Recently, there has 

been increased interest in electron diffraction applications for 3D crystals, where multiple 

layers of the molecule extend in all three dimensions. MicroED is a technique that has 

great potential to determine the structures of molecules from an impressive array of sizes, 

from macromolecules to peptides and small molecules. In this perspective, we highlight the 

unique features of MicroED that separate it from other structural methods, as well as the 

distinctive challenges and opportunities inherent in this emerging technology.

It is helpful to consider the primary distinctions between X-ray and electron diffraction 

for structure determination, as the difference in scattering between the two sources dictates 

the crystal sizes needed (Figure 1). These experiments generate data from the interactions 

of electrons or X-rays with the sample, causing cohesive diffraction and constructive 

interference due to the ordered array of molecules that form crystals (Figure 2). In X-ray 

methods, X-ray photons scatter off the electron clouds around individual atoms. Since 

the X-ray photons are uncharged and mass-less, this interaction is quite weak. Therefore, 

larger, macroscopic crystals are typically required to generate a sufficient signal. In electron 

diffraction, by contrast, the nonzero mass and negative charge of the interrogating electrons 

allow much stronger interactions with the sample. The electron scattering is dictated by the 

electrostatic potential, which combines contributions from the electron charge density and 

the nuclear charge density, such that the strong Coulombic interactions enable diffraction 

from much smaller-volume crystals. The short mean-free path of electrons, in comparison 

to X-rays, allows diffraction data to be collected from crystals that are thousands of times 

smaller than those needed for X-ray diffraction data. Electrons accelerated within common 

electron microscopes have more interactions than X-rays when traveling equal distances 
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within crystals, resulting in more diffraction and higher signals from small crystals. On 

the other hand, an electron traveling through a larger crystal may interact multiple times, 

resulting in noise or total signal loss from that electron. Indeed, these multiple scattering 

events were considered one of the primary obstacles to the utility of MicroED methods. 

The extent of this “dynamical diffraction” derives directly from the density, thickness, and 

intrinsic ordering of the crystal, as well as from the energy of the impinging electron and 

the angle of orientation of the crystal to the electron beam. In addition to enabling the 

measurement of full reflections more accurately, continuous rotation methods also assist 

with the latter feature.13,14 While higher energies for the electrons reduce the likelihood of 

scattering in general, crystal size remains a fundamental influence on dynamical diffraction. 

Therefore, it is critical to have high-quality small crystals suitable for MicroED experiments.

There are various ways to generate crystals in the submicron size range required for 

MicroED. In one approach, large crystals are produced and manipulated in some way to 

make them small enough for the electron beam to penetrate. In another approach, crystals 

of the appropriate size are detected, harvested, and used directly. Small molecules are more 

likely to form suitable small crystals, which can be used directly for MicroED, whereas 

macromolecular crystals have proven more challenging to work with (Figure 3). While 

there have been advances for small crystal detection methods and in focused ion beam 

(FIB) milling, the crystal size requirement, especially for biomolecular crystals, continues 

to be a limiting factor in the widespread adoption of MicroED for macromolecular structure 

determination.

THE BIG CRYSTAL APPROACH: MAKING BIG CRYSTALS SMALL

A range of techniques and various physical manipulations are used to generate small crystals 

from larger crystals. One method mechanically disrupts large crystals into the appropriate 

size range, often by crushing or vortexing. A similar strategy, referred to as seeding, is often 

employed for crystal optimization for X-ray diffraction experiments. In seeding, microscopic 

crystal fragments nucleate the growth of larger crystals. The crystal seeds are made from 

crushing or vortexing larger crystals, and an array of tools (seed beads, glass seeding tools, 

etc.) have been developed to fragment the crystals.15–17 However, crystal fragmentation 

can yield un-predictable outcomes. Further, macromolecular crystals can be up to ~65% 

solvent,18 resulting in weak intermolecular interactions that hold the crystal lattice together, 

making the crystals easily destroyed instead of just disrupted. Fragments may not retain 

the diffraction properties of the original large crystals. Finally, this method can result in 

a heterogeneous range of crystal sizes, which will complicate a MicroED experiment by 

requiring substantial effort to triage appropriately sized crystals on the grid. In an effort 

to exert greater control over the sizes of crushed crystals, seeding techniques have been 

developed to generate seed crystals more homogeneously by using small-diameter zirconium 

beads and higher vortexing speeds to efficiently fragment crystals to a narrow size range that 

can be fine-tuned by varying the bead size and vortexing speed.19 This method improves 

control over the final average crystal size and could be adapted for experiments that require 

crystals of different orders of magnitude, including MicroED, serial synchrotron, or XFEL 

experiments.
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Another protocol that has been employed to reduce crystal dimensions for macromolecular 

MicroED diffraction is cryo-FIB milling, which has been used to shape crystals already 

frozen onto cryo-EM grids. The cryo-FIB milling technique addresses major challenges 

for MicroED, including inappropriate sample thickness and complex sample media such as 

viscous mother liquor and lipidic cubic phase mixtures, which can obfuscate crystals on the 

grid. The milling approach first uses a cryogenic scanning electron microscope to identify 

suitable crystals following platinum sputter coating. The crystals are then roughly milled, 

finely milled, and polished with a suitable ion beam to create a crystal lamella suitable for 

electron diffraction.20 These crystal lamellae can not only be tuned to a suitable thickness 

for electron diffraction but can also eliminate artifacts from the sample media.

All of the approaches using larger crystals to produce crystals small enough for MicroED 

still require generating the initial larger crystal, which remains a major bottleneck, especially 

in macromolecular crystallography.21 These methods therefore limit the MicroED approach 

to crystals that can be generated as a larger crystal and manipulated into the correct size for 

the technique. This approach does not allow researchers to take full advantage of the less 

demanding crystal size requirements of the MicroED methods.

THE SMALL CRYSTAL APPROACH: METHODS TO DETECT AND HANDLE 

NANOCRYSTALS

Until recently, the useful size of macromolecular crystals for diffraction methods was >30 

μm due to limitations in synchrotron beam brilliance and large beam sizes. However, as 

synchrotron sources have become brighter and beams smaller, and as more XFEL sources 

have come online, crystals down to 1–5 μm in size can now yield structurally useful 

information using these methods. Further, vanishingly small crystals (on the order of 200–

600 nm thick) have found utility as a sample source for MicroED, which requires small, 

thin crystals to produce usable diffraction patterns. Approaches that harness the ability 

to produce nanocrystals without physically altering the crystal enable those samples that 

produce only small crystals, and are therefore not amenable to X-ray diffraction, to be 

analyzed using MicroED methods.

MicroED for small-molecule studies has seen substantial development because molecular 

compounds of interest readily form nanocrystalline powders or deposits that can be applied 

directly in dry form to EM grids. The emergence of MicroED has therefore been a boon 

to the fields of synthetic chemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry, and chemical engineering. 

Two key studies in 201822,23 unleashed an explosion of interest in using MicroED for small 

molecules.24,25 The pharmaceutical community has increasingly adopted the technique, 

which enables the characterization of natural products and active pharmaceutical ingredients 

that had defied previous efforts (using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and single-

crystal X-ray diffraction) for structure determination.26,27 MicroED has also been used to 

structurally characterize metal-organic frameworks, a new class of microporous material 

increasingly of interest in materials chemistry.28 For small-molecule crystals, it can be 

sufficient to use the material directly, as the samples are often already in a microcrystalline 

form. X-ray powder diffraction prior to attempting the MicroED experiment can be helpful 
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to verify crystallinity. Powder samples are deposited on a cleaned EM grid, which can be 

loaded into the microscope at room temperature to eliminate ice crystal growth that occurs 

when loading in cryogenic conditions. Nevertheless, small-molecule samples are often then 

cooled in the microscope vacuum and imaged at liquid nitrogen temperature to slow the rate 

of damage to the samples.29

Biomolecular crystals, with a much higher solvent content than small-molecule crystals, 

can be more difficult to detect and to handle for MicroED. There have been advances on 

this front, many of them initially developed for other diffraction-based techniques that also 

require very small crystals (serial synchrotron and XFELs) (Figure 1). Often, features in 

crystallization experiments that yield “cloudiness” are used as a way to predict the possible 

presence of nanocrystals.30 Nanocrystals are too small to be visualized by light microscopes, 

making them difficult to detect and to differentiate from precipitate. Using TEM has 

revealed that many macromolecular crystallization experiments thought to contain protein 

precipitate actually contained protein nanocrystals.31 An additional method to visualize 

nano- and microcrystals makes use of nonlinear optical imaging, specifically second 

harmonic generation (SHG) and ultraviolet two-photon excited fluorescence (UV-TPEF). 

SHG employs a high-intensity femtosecond laser that relies on a second-order coherence 

process for visualizing anisotropic materials. In ordered systems like chiral crystals, the 

result of the frequency doubling of light is highly selective for crystalline material, with 

optical properties that reduce sensitivity to optical scatter.32,33 It is important to note 

that while achiral crystals will not produce an SHG signal, the vast majority of protein 

crystals should produce a signal.34 To determine whether a crystalline material is protein, 

UV fluorescence can be utilized.35 UV fluorescence relies on the intrinsic fluorescence of 

aromatic amino acids, primarily tryptophan. UV-TPEF has some advantages over traditional 

UV fluorescence in that it improves signal to noise predominately by allowing excitation 

and emission within a defined focal volume.36 Notably, the same instrumentation with slight 

modifications can be used for both SHG and UV-TPEF measurements, and the combination 

of both imaging methods enhances selection of the nanocrystalline material (Figure 4).37

MicroED grids for crystals in solution are prepared similarly to other cryo-EM experiments. 

Usually, EM grids are made hydrophilic using a plasma cleaning system to improve the 

interaction of the aqueous solution, containing the microcrystals, with the grid surface.38,39 

A solution of microcrystals is deposited on an EM grid (Figure 4), which is then blotted and 

plunge frozen in a cryogen, typically liquid ethane.39,40 The fast freezing rate of this method 

is used to prevent crystalline ice formation and to vitrify the water. The frozen grid is then 

loaded into a cryo-holder and inserted into the EM. Often, microcrystals have a preferred 

orientation on the flat EM grid, which, together with the limitations of the sample rotation 

within the microscope, can result in incomplete data.41 Apart from developing sample stages 

allowing larger tilt ranges along multiple tilt axes,42 sample grids allowing crystals to rest 

in different orientations, such as holey or lacey grids or less common grid supports like 

nanofibers,43 may improve data completeness of MicroED experiments. It has recently 

been demonstrated that crystals can be grown directly on EM grids, eliminating the need 

for transferring crystals to the grid and potentially addressing the experimental difficulties 

encountered with preferred orientation. In this particular experiment, however, the crystals 
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were still larger than the submicron size needed for MicroED and required FIB milling prior 

to electron diffraction.44

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In any X-ray diffraction and EM technique, there is a balance between collecting sufficient 

data and collecting these data before the sample is heavily damaged or destroyed.45 In 

a MicroED experiment, as the crystal is rotated continuously under the beam, later tilt 

angles will suffer a higher amount of beam-induced sample degradation. A recent study 

demonstrates that an exposure as little as 3 e−/Å2 may destroy the near-atomic resolution 

information (better than 2Å), and a decrease in diffracted intensities is observable with as 

little as 1 e−/Å2.45 Because MicroED data are collected from a crystal composed of millions 

of molecules, a sufficient signal can be collected with an exposure rate as low as 0.01 

e−/Å2/s, making it possible to collect continuous rotation datasets with a total exposure 

below 1 e−/Å2. Ultralow exposure rates permit the collection of MicroED data with electron 

counting detectors, leading to the first sub-Å MicroED structure from a protein crystal.46 

For crystals with preferential orientation on the grid, it can be beneficial to vary the starting 

angle over a number of crystals so that the highest-resolution information at the starting 

angle is collected across multiple orientations.

In addition to using low total exposure, optimizing crystal thickness is also an important 

consideration for beam-induced damage. The impact of inelastic scattering and multiple 

scattering increases exponentially for crystals thicker than the mean free path of an electron. 

Current microscope (with mean free path 200–300 nm) and detector technology dictate that 

the crystal thickness remains under twice the mean free path for high-resolution diffraction 

data.47

While it will not reduce the effects of beam-induced damage, energy filtering can improve 

diffraction patterns by removing most of the inelastically scattered electrons. This reduces 

low-frequency noise in the diffraction patterns and sharpens the diffraction spots in the 

case of electrons scattered both elastically and inelastically.48 This is especially pronounced 

for protein crystals embedded in amorphous ice, due to the high inelastic scattering cross-

section of electrons in ice. When compared directly with unfiltered data, structures solved 

using an energy filter show improved statistics.49,50 With the inelastic signal removed, it 

becomes possible to investigate charge and bonding states in the model.51

Detector performance is an important consideration for MicroED experiments. A detector 

with minimal dead time is required to minimize missing angles between movie frames. 

Scintillator-coupled CMOS detectors, standard on many TEMs, are often sufficient, 

particularly for strongly diffracting small-molecule samples. Better performance can be 

achieved by hybrid pixel direct detectors like those commonly used in X-ray diffraction 

experiments. These detectors are optimized for diffraction experiments, combining fast 

readout with a high dynamic range and single-electron sensitivity. Counting detectors 

optimized for low-dose cryo-EM imaging also have produced high-resolution structures 

using MicroED. Here, experimental conditions must be carefully optimized, as a low 

electron exposure rate is necessary to minimize coincidence loss. Because these detectors 
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are so common in the field, they are currently the best option for many adopters of 

MicroED.

SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Currently, software used for MicroED data collection varies between laboratories based 

on microscope and detector combination. Minimally, data collection software needs to 

synchronize stage rotation and movie collection. Additional useful features could include 

map collection for crystal screening, saved microscope presets for imaging and diffraction, 

control over beam stop and apertures, batch data collection over a list of pre-selected crystal 

positions, and automatic recording of experimental parameters allowing the creation of input 

files for further processing. Some commonly used packages are SerialEM,52–54 EPU-D 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), Instamatic,55 and Leginon.26,56

MicroED data processing has so far been done with software developed for X-ray diffraction 

data.57–61 However, distortion in diffraction patterns due to the optics of the electron 

microscope can create difficulty in accurate determination of the lattice parameters.62 

This distortion can make it difficult to define input parameters for X-ray crystallography 

software. Some software pipelines have been developed that iteratively test inputs to 

find optimal values for each dataset.63–65 Small-molecule processing is also possible in 

X-ray crystallography software. Software specifically for electron diffraction data has been 

developed and used extensively for these small-molecule samples.66–68 Due to the limited 

tilt range accessible by a TEM stage, merging of multiple crystal datasets is usually required 

to increase completeness. Merging diffraction data from multiple crystals to optimize 

data quality is not new; developments in X-ray data experiments such as XFELs and 

serial synchrotron have assisted with multiple crystal merging in MicroED.69 Additionally, 

automation in MicroED data collection can allow for the collection of hundreds of datasets 

in a single session. Clustering programs have been applied to determine the optimal datasets 

to merge.63,70–73

Nearly all small-molecule structures solved using MicroED were phased using direct 

methods. However, protein data have so far been phased almost exclusively using molecular 

replacement with a homologous structural model. Predicted structures from AF2 have been 

used for crystallographic phasing over the last several years to great success, and the first 

novel structures have recently been solved with AF2 models for MicroED.74,75 Fragment-

based phasing methods are also being investigated and have allowed ab initio phasing 

of peptides76 and proteins, where an electron counting detector contributed to improved 

resolution.46

Standard refinement for X-ray crystallography does not account for dynamical scattering 

effects. While dynamical diffraction is prevalent in MicroED, its effects may be reduced 

by inelastic scattering and solvent scattering.77 This enables the solution of protein 

structural models from relatively thick crystals using MicroED data with standard X-ray 

crystallography packages, although refinement statistics for these models tend to be worse 

than typical models from X-ray diffraction. Programs have been developed for the dynamic 

refinement of diffraction data based on Bloch wave calculations, which lead to improved 
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models,78 and the ability to assign correct handedness of chiral compounds.79 It has not 

been possible to apply these techniques to proteins, as the greater size and complexity of 

the molecule greatly increase the computational cost. A simpler general likelihood-based 

computational approach to assign a scaling factor based on estimated dynamical diffraction 

has been found to improve models for small molecules and for more weakly scattering 

proteins.80,81

FUTURE OUTLOOK

The ultimate goal of structural science is to relate molecular structure with molecular 

function. Given the 3D structure of a molecule, we can investigate molecular function and 

the impact of structural perturbations on function, as well as how molecules interact with 

one another. We are in the midst of an explosive growth period with new developments 

in ways to make use of diffraction-based structural methods such as MicroED. A major 

advantage of MicroED is the ability to use extremely small crystals. This same feature—

the requirement for small crystals—is also a significant limiting factor in the widespread 

adoption of the technique. For small molecules, MicroED is making major inroads and 

generating structural details with astonishing rapidity, in part because purified samples are 

often already in a microcrystalline state inherently suitable for MicroED experiments. For 

macromolecules, the requirement for thin crystals has proven more difficult to address, 

although advances are being made in both using larger crystals to generate small crystals via 

techniques like FIB milling and developing new ways to detect and handle macromolecular 

nanocrystals directly.

While cryo-FIB milling approaches enable access to MicroED for larger crystals, more 

unexplored territory relies on developing new ways to see and work with submicron 

crystals. Crystal detection and handling methods continue to improve. Synergy between 

different diffraction-based methods is yielding advances in many directions. For example, 

microcrystal sample deposition onto EM grids for X-ray diffraction at the new nanofocus 

beamline VMXm at the Diamond Light Source82 provides insight into different ways to 

prepare crystal samples on cryo-EM grids. These advances have great potential to enable 

structural investigation for samples that have previously been deemed intractable, as they 

may only produce small, un-detected but usable micro- and nanocrystalline material.

Similar to other structural techniques, individual samples will require optimization in terms 

of sample preparation, imaging, and analysis conditions. Nevertheless, it is important to 

develop methods and pipelines that can be applied to the majority of small crystal samples 

to improve sample throughput. With these pipelines in place, MicroED will become feasible 

for more samples that defy other structural methods.

As it stands, there are a number of limitations in the adoption of the MicroED technique. A 

limitation for many research groups is access to costly time on cryo-EM instruments. Ample 

microscope time is required to develop robust protocols for electron diffraction. Another 

limitation is access to suitable test samples for macromolecular MicroED. Diffraction 

from unadulterated macromolecular crystals is relatively untested, and cryo-FIB milling 

instrumentation for generating crystal lamellae is scarce. Further, a more unified, consistent, 
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and user-friendly data processing pipeline would make MicroED much more accessible. 

Data analysis pipelines being developed for multicrystal merging in serial synchrotron and 

XFEL diffraction experiments are informing on data pipelines for MicroED experiments. 

A unified file format output and experimental metadata from the instrument like those 

currently used for X-ray diffraction experiments would significantly enhance MicroED.73

Diffraction data collection using scanning TEM (STEM), in which the electron beam is 

focused to a much smaller size, enables the interrogation of smaller regions of crystals. 

STEM has been demonstrated for serial electron crystallography, where diffraction is 

collected at a single tilt and single probe position from many crystals.83 4D-STEM, in which 

the probe is scanned over the crystal as a diffraction pattern is collected from each scan 

position, allows for the investigation of nanoscale crystallinity and, when combined with 

discrete tilt series collection, enables structures to be solved from post-acquisition-defined 

subregions of crystals.84–86 So far, continuous rotation has not been used with STEM 

probes, potentially because, with a nanometer-sized probe, it becomes more difficult to 

interrogate a consistent region of the crystal as it rotates. However, the STEM mode is not 

standard on popular dedicated cryo-EM instruments.

Uptake of the MicroED technique would benefit from instruments dedicated to electron 

diffraction that could overcome the current limitations of electron microscopes, with some 

solutions recently becoming commercially available. An ideal instrument could explore 

solutions to tilt limitations, incorporate new sample holders, and include detectors optimized 

for electron diffraction purposes. It may also include enhanced crystal detection capabilities 

using optical, nonlinear optical, TEM, and even fluorescence-based imaging of the areas 

of interest for determining the size and quality of crystals before setting up diffraction 

experiments in a more correlative fashion within the same instrument.

The promise of MicroED as an exciting new avenue to structure determination for both 

small molecules and for macromolecules has been demonstrated. But with this new frontier, 

new needs emerge for focused technology development, improved protocols and data 

processing pipelines, dedicated software tools, and taking all the steps necessary to move 

MicroED into the standard toolbox of structural scientists. MicroED has reached a level of 

maturity as a technique that warrants the community to come together to consolidate and 

establish data standards, formats and metadata requirements, and best practices for sample 

handling and data collection. We are at the brink of this realization of the enormous potential 

of MicroED; it is exciting to watch this burgeoning science make new contributions to our 

understanding of molecular structure.
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Figure 1. Schematic showing different diffraction-based structural methods and crystal detection 
techniques for a range of crystal sizes
Different diffraction-based methods (left) are appropriate for crystals in different size 

ranges. Representative crystal size ranges (middle) and available detection techniques (right) 

are shown. Micrometer-sized crystals in the size range suitable for conventional X-ray 

diffraction experiments, at either a home source or a synchrotron, can be seen by eye or 

with readily available bright-field microscopes. Micron-sized crystals are used for more 

advanced techniques like serial synchrotron and XFELs. When the crystals are even smaller, 

in the submicron size regime, electron beam sources can be used to collect diffraction data. 

While larger crystals can be detected by eye or light microscopy, smaller crystals suitable 

for advanced X-ray and electron diffraction experiments often require other methods such as 

TEM or nonlinear optical imaging techniques.
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Figure 2. Comparison of X-ray and electron crystallography
When incident X-ray or electron waves interact with the crystal lattice planes and interfere 

constructively, they form diffraction spots (Bragg reflections, shown as blue dots in 

reciprocal space). The detector captures the signal from the reflections that intersect with 

the Ewald sphere, thus satisfying the Bragg condition (spots colored dark blue). The Ewald 

sphere radius (drawn as black line) is reciprocal of the incident wavelength. For X-rays 

from a copper source, the wavelength is 1.54 Å, producing diffraction patterns that include 

information about all three reciprocal space dimensions (h,k,l indices) in a single image. 

For electrons from a 200 kV TEM, the wavelength is 0.025 Å, resulting in diffraction 

patterns that only contain information froma single plane (capturing only two reciprocal 

space indices) on the flatter Ewald sphere.
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Figure 3. Sample preparation for electron diffraction experiments can be modified for different 
crystal samples
Small molecules are naturally more likely to form some nanocrystals. In general, the right 

conditions need to be found to form protein crystals. If the crystals are thin enough for an 

electron beam, they can be frozen on EM grids and used directly for data collection. FIB 

milling is a popular option for thinning larger crystals frozen on grids before collecting 

electron diffraction data.
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Figure 4. Schematic showing a pipeline for nanocrystal generation, detection, and deposition to 
the EM grid
A protein or peptide sample is incubated in batch or on vapor diffusion plates with the 

crystallization conditions to form small crystals. Protein-rich crystalline material can be 

detected using the combination of SHG and UV-TPEF (inset figure adapted from Miller et 

al.34; for scale, the diameter of the well and image field of view is 0.9 mm). The sample is 

loaded onto EM grids (depicted as a pipette transfer in the schematic; there are other transfer 

methods possible). The sample frozen on the EM grids could then be further screened with 

TEM to ascertain the size (scale bar: 5 μm) and quality distribution of the crystals before 

collecting electron diffraction data using the same cryo-EM.
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